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Abstract: Stress conditions including biotic and abiotic stress influence the normal growth of plant and

cause great loss to crop yield. In the long course of evolution, plants have developed intricate mechanism

to resist stressed conditions. Responsive induced expression genes are the representative examples. Under

various stressed conditions, not only the protein-coding genes, the non-protein-coding genes will be

induced expression also. More and more researches show that the transcripts of these non-protein-coding

genes play a big role in regulation of gene expression. miRNAs are one of the group of these no-coding

regulatory small RNAs. Recent research findings show that in order to resist the biotic and abiotic

stresses, miRNA (microRNA) gene will be induced expression and the transcripts (miRNAs) can regulate

gene expression by guiding target mRNA cleavage or translational inhibition. This paper focuses on the

advances of plant miRNAs research in some stressed conditions, especially the induced expression of

miRNA and target genes regulation and its role on the adaptation to stressed conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Stressed conditions including aboitic and biotic

stress is one of the important limited factors for crop

growth and yield, and much researches have been made

in revealing this complicated biological mechanism.

Under various stressed conditions of plants, many

genes, including the protein-coding and non-protein-

coding genes will be induced expression. miRNAs are

a class of small, non-coding, with ~21 nucleotide

length RNA as a newly regulator in gene expression

both in animals and plants . miRNA was first[1-2]

discovered in Caenorhabditis elegan , and thens[3-4]

discovered in plants such as Arabidopsis , rice ,[5] [6]

maize , wheat  and moss  through clone and[7] [8] [9]

computational methods. An increasing number of

miRNAs have been identified and deposited in major

m iR N A  d a t a b a se s  (h t tp : / /w w w .s a n g e r .a c . u k /

Software/Rfam/ mirna/index.shtml). The discover of

miRNA in plants has broadened our perspectives on

the mechanism of gene regulation which mediating

many plant biological processes such as development,

p r o t e in  d e gra d atio n ,  c e l l  p r o l i fe r a t io n  a n d

differentiation, keeping genome complete and signal

transduction . More and more researches have[10 ]

demonstrated that many plant miRNAs will be induced

by abiotic/biotic stress and may play a big role in the

process of adaptation by plant itself in order to resist

the stressed environments . With the deeply[11-13]

researches, miRNAs may provide us the newly thinking

to understand the tolerant/resistant mechanism of plants

and can be used as a tool to enhance plant tolerance to

stressed conditions. This paper mainly takes some

model plants (Arabidopsis, poulus, rice et al) as the

examples and focuses on the roles of miRNAs in plant

abiotic/biotic stress such as nutrition depletion,

virus/bacterial infection, UV-B radiation, mechanic

stress, oxidative stress and other stressed conditions

which are the two types of mechanic stress;

miRNA408 is up-regulated expression in both tension

and compression stress; miRNA159, 476 and 479,

exhibit preferentially up-regulated expression only in

compression tissues; miRNA160 and 172 aree down-

regulated expression only in compression tissues;

miRNA168 is up-regulated expression only in tension

stress.  

The Plant miRNAs Biogenesis and Target Genes

Recognition: Plant miRNAs are products of

transcription of MIRNA genes which distribute in the

whole genomic of plants, and plants miRNAs are

transcribed from their own transcriptional units which

constrast with animals miRNAs which sometimes

appear to be processed from introns of protein-coding

genes . First, the MIR genes are transcribed into one [14]

or more long length primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs)

with a specific stem-loop structure mediated by RNA

polymerase  . Northern, EST, and mapping evidence[15]
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Table 1: Plant stress/defense-related miRNAs and its validated or putative target genes

M icroRNA Stress Conditions Response Validated (V) or Putative (P) Target Genes Reference

miRNA399 Low phosphorus supply in the media Up-regulated Ubiqiutin conjugating enzyme-E2 (V) [12][23][31]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA395 Low sulfate supply in the media Up-regulated Sulfate transporter,AST68 (V) [13]

ATP sulfurylase1, APS1 (V)

ATP sulfurylase2, APS2 (V)

ATP sulfurylase3, APS3 (V)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA159 Fungi infected Unknown MYB transcription factor (V) [47][74]

TCP transcription factor (V) [24]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA160-3 Unknown Unknown Pathogenesis-related protein (P) [57]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA1-39 Unknown Unknown A mucin-like protein (P) [57]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA171e Unknown Unknown RGA1(P) [53]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA393 Leaves infected with bacterial Up-regulated F-box protein, AFB2 (V) [74]

 flagellin 22 Leaves infiltrated with Up-regulated Auxin receptor, TIR1 (V)

Pseudomonas syringae pv. Tomato F-box protein, AFB1 (V)

Cold, dehydration, salt and ABA stress Up-regulate F-box protein, AFB3 (V) [11]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNAs* UV-B radiation Up-regulated Auxin response factors, ARF (P) [61]1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNAs* M echanic stress Up or down- Development and stress/defense-related genes, [63]2

especially the biosynthesis of cell wall metabolites (P)(tension and compression stress) Regulated*3

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA398 Oxidative stress Down-regulated Superoxide dismutase 1, CSD1 (V) [25]

Superoxide dismutase 1, CSD1 (V)

Cytochrome c oxidase subunit V (V)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA319c Cold Up-regulate MYB transcription factor (V) [11][15]

TCP transcription factor (V)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA389 Cold, dehydration, salt and ABA stress Down-regulated Unknown proteins [11]

Note:

*   Four miRNAs, miRNA160, 165/166, 167 and 393 may be involved in.1

* , A major of the 21 miRNAs involve in response to the mechanic stress of poulus trichocarpa. 2   

* miRNA156, 162, 164, 475,480 and 481 are down-regulated by tension and compression3,  

indicate that plant pri-miRNAs are longer than needed

to encompass the miRNA stem-loops . At least[13 ,16 ,17]

some of these pri-miRNA transcripts appear to be

spliced, polyadenylated, and capped . A key step [16 ,17 ,18]

of miRNA processing is excising the mature miRNA

from pri-miRNA by RNase -type endonucleases such

as Dice-like  and another protein, HYL1 , which [19] [20]

probably collaborates with Dicer-like during the process

of cut sites recognition and subsequent functions . Be[18]

different from animals, the maturation process of plant

miRNAs involves an additional step, methylation .[21]

Methylation of miRNA requires protein HEN1 and

studies indicate that mutations of HEN1 result in 3’-end

uridylation of miRNAs, which apparently leads to

reduced miRNA accumulation and function .[22 ,23]

Following Dicer-like and HYL1-meidated cleavage and

HEN1-mediated methylation, most miRNAs exit the

nucleus and enter the cytoplasm facilitated by a

member of the importinâfamily of nucleocytoplasimic

transporter, HST , which is another important protein[24]

in the process of miRNA maturation. The final step of

miRNA maturation is one of the strand of the

miRNA/miRNA duplex collaborates with the protein

AGO and incorporates into a induced silencing complex

(RISC)  [Figure 1]. [25]

MiRNA can direct the RISC to regulate the target

genes expression by following two posttranscriptional

mechanisms: mRNA cleavage or translation repression.

The choice of the target genes recognition is not

determined by the type of the small RNA (siRNA or

miRNA) but instead  is determined by the

complementary degree of the target gene and miRNA

sequence, partially or absolutely. Once incorporated

into a cytoplasmic RISC, the miRNA will specify

cleavage if the target mRNA has sufficient

complementarity to the miRNA, or it will repress

productive translation if the target mRNA has partially

complementarity to the miRNA [Fig. 2]. Most of[26]

miRNAs in animals are not sufficiently complementary

to the target genes and they bind the 3’UTR region of

mRNA and repress the translation. Different with

animal miRNAs, most of the plant miRNAs are

sufficiently complementary and chose the first

mechanism which leads the target mRNA cleavage.
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Fig. 1: The process of miRNA biogenesis and RISC assembling [18]

Fig. 2: Two modes of target gene recognition by miRNA [26]

(A) Messenger RNA cleavage specified by a miRNA. Black arrowhead indicates site of cleavage.

(B) Translational repression specified by miRNAs 

Plant miRNAs and Stress Conditions: Many studies

have demonstrated that stress conditions can induce

related genes expression of plants. These stress-

responsive genes expression result in the accumulation

of some metabolites and alterations of some

biochemical or physiological pathways which are vital

for adaptations in order to resist the stressed conditions

by plant itself . Many genes are regulated by[27-29]

stressed conditions such as drought, salt, cold, nutrition

depletion, virus infection and so on. These regulation

levels include transcriptional, posttranscriptional and

translation level and the posttranscriptional regulation

is the most common in plants under stressed

conditions, especially the regulation mode of

transcription factor directly acts on the conversed cis-

acting promoter elements . Although the clear[28]

mechanism of posttranscriptional regulation is not well

understand, the miRNA regulation mode under stressed

conditions is likely to be this one . The biogenesis,[13]

expression level and target gene’s recognition of plant

miRNAs under stressed conditions will provide the

newly thinking about the stress response of plants.

Functional analysis indicated that many plant miRNAs

play a big role in plant tolerance to stress conditions

including abiotic and biotic stress . W ell[1 2 ,3 0 ]

understanding the regulatory networks guided by plant

miRNAs under stressed conditions can well elucidates

the mechanism of plant tolerance and provides the new

tools to improve the ability of crop resistance.

m ic ro R N A 3 9 9  and  lo w -pho spho ru s  S tress:

Phosphorus is one of the important mineral elements

for plant growth and the least available essential

nutrients in the soil, which become an important

limited factor for the crop yield in some regions . In[31]

response to persistently low level of available

phosphorus in the environment, plants have developed

highly specialized physiological and biochemical
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adaptation changes to absorb and utilize Pi from the

environment . These adaptation changes depend on[29][32]

the correct gene expression at right times and places.

To date, many researches have been done in unraveling

low-phosphorus tolerant mechanism of plants, however,

little is known about the overall pathway and

regulatory system. But recent findings of miRNA399

involved in phosphorus starvation response in

Arabidopsis stride a step forward in well understanding

the mechanism. miRNA399 targets two genes belonging

to two different gene family: the one is phosphate

transporter  and the other is ubiquitin conjugating [13]

enzyme(UBC24) which is involved in protein

degradation pathway . [12]

The Arabidopsis genome encodes six MIR399

genes, which strongly induced by the phosphorus

starvation and can be reversed by the supply of

phosphorus . The miRNA399 level is fluctuation [33]

according to the phosphorus supply level. Studies

indicate that there is an inverse correlation between

miRNA399 and UBC24 mRNA level under normal and

low-phosphorus conditions . The down-regulation[12,34-3 5 ]

of UBC under low-Pi stress can promote the elongation

of primary root and induce the expression of high-

affinity Pi transporter such as AtPT1, which are

important for the Pi homeostasis in Arabidopsis .[12][35]

Under low-Pi stress, the expression of miRNA399 is

induced and UBC24 expression is suppressed.

However, under normal conditions, the expression of

miRNA399  is suppressed and the UBC24 is expressed.

Studies indicate that under low-Pi stress condition, the

induction of miRNA399 and repression of UBC24 result

in alleviation of Pi transporter expression and alteration

of root architecture, which are very important for

maintaining of Pi level in plants. Under normal

phosphorus supply condition, miRNA399 expression is

suppressed and UBC24 expressed and presumably

participates in a ubiquitin or proteosome pathway that

negatively regulates the expression of Pi transporters

and controls hormonal signaling for root growth

regulation to prevent the over-absorption of Pi from

media which is very toxic for plants . So, miRNA399[35]

is very important for the maintaining of phosphorus

level both in normal and low-phosphorus supply in

plants. miRNA399 exists and functions in other plant

species also. Studies in rapeseed and pumpkin indicate

that miRNA399 expression is strongly and specifically

increased in phloem sap during Pi deprivation. By

performing micro-gra fting  exp er im ents  us ing

Arabidopsis, the study further show that chimeric plants

constitutively over-expressing miR399 in the shoot

accumulate mature miR399 species to very high levels

in their wild-type roots, while corresponding primary

transcripts are virtually absent in roots, demonstrating

that there is a long distance shoot-to-root transport

process .[36]

miRNA395 and Sulfate Homeostasis:The relationship

of miRNA and sulfate nutrition comes from the study

of miRNA395 in Arabidopsis. Sulfate is the fourth

important inorganic element ranking in need next to N,

P and K, which is indispensable for plant growth.

Sulfate is taken up by plant roots mainly as the form

of inorganic . Sulfate starvation can induce many [37]

responsive genes expression which result in the

changes of physiological and biological such as the

alterations in the expression levels of sulfate

assimilation enzymes so that sulfate acquisition can be

sustained to some extent and sulfate assimilation is

suspended . In addition of protein –coding genes [35]

expression, low sulfate stress can induce miRNA

expression also. The expression of miRNA395 was

induced under low sulfate condition, but this was not

detected under sulfate sufficient media . ATP[13]

sulfurylases (ASP1, ASP3 and ASP4) that involved in

the sulfate assimilation pathway was targeted by

miRNA395. Computational and northern blot analysis

indicates that the miRNA395 is complementary to

mRNA of ASP1 and ASP1. And the ASP expression

decreased while miRNA395 increased under low sulfate

condition . Another gene, AST68, is also targeted[38][13]

by miRNA395. AST68 is a low-affinity sulfate

transporter, which is implicated in the internal

translocation of sulfate from roots to shoots . Both[35][39]

ASP and AST68 are very important for the sulfate

homeostasis of Arabidopsis under sulfate starvation.

Although the overall regulatory network involved in

miRNAs under low sulfate stress is unknown, the

available evidence implies an important role of

miRNA395 in regulating sulfate homeostasis .  Isam[13]

et al have cloned some miRNAs in Physcomitrella and

one of which target two mRNAs that encode proteins

involved in sulfur metabolism . It presumably that [40]

Physcomitrella uses more diverse routes of sulfate

assimilation than angiosperms , thus a need for their[41]

specific regulation through miRNAs is likely.

miRNA398 and Copper Homeostasis: Copper (Cu)is

required for catalytic and structural properties of many

proteins and are therefore essential for growth and

development of all organisms . The plastocyanin,[42]

copper/zinc superoxide dismutase, and cytochrome c

are the major copper proteins in the cytoplasm of plant

cells. Copper/Zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD) is

involved in plant defense system against ROS and

catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide radicals to

molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide . And the[43]

role of SOD in defense system will be discussed later.

Copper/zinc SOD (Cu/Zn SOD), manganese SOD (Mn

SOD), and iron SOD (Fe SOD) are three types of

SODs reported in plants so far. Under copper limited

conditions, expression of copper/zinc superoxide

dismutase is down-regulated and the protein is replaced
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by iron superoxide dismutase in chloroplasts. It was

validated that this process is the adaptation change of

arabidopsis when copper starvation which mediated by

miRNA398 . The miRNA398 directs the degradation of[44]

mRNA of Cu/Zn SOD when copper limited. Sequence

analysis indicated that the transcripts encoding cytosolic

Cu/Zn SOD and COX5b-1, a subunit of the

mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase, are also targeted

by miRNA398. This regulation via miRNA398 takes

place in response to changes in a low range of copper

levels, indicating that miRNA398 is involved in a

response to copper limitation. But another major copper

protein, plastocyanin, which is important in higher

plants, is not targeted by miRNA398. The study show

that miRNA398 is a key factor in copper homeostasis

in plants and play big role in regulating stability of

mRNAs of mRNAs of major copper proteins under

copper-limited conditions .[44]

miRNAs and Plant Virus Infection: Viruses can

influence plant growth and development, causing great

loss to crop production. In the long course of

evolution, plants have developed some complicated

defense mechanisms. One of the mechanisms is gene

silencing which widely adopted in plant immunity [45-

47]. Gene silencing is a specific and efficient

degradation mechanism for exogenous factors such as

transposons and virus. There are three types of gene

silencing in different species, post-transcriptional gene

silencing (PTGS) co-suppression in plants, RNA

interference (RNAi) in animals and quelling in fungi

. The PTGS was first found in transgenic petunia[45 ,48-49]

plant , and then later studies have found that plant[50]

virus can also induce this co-suppression phenomenon

and presume the putative biological mechanism which

PTGS involved in defending virus infection . With [51]

the deeply research, researchers have found that these

phenomenon are correlated and the essence is to break

down the exogenous factors in order to keep the

genome integrity . Virus and fungi can induce plant [52-53]

small RNA expression in the process of infection and

some of these small RNAs are validated to be miRNAs

. Recent researches show that miRNAs are[54-55]

involved in modulating plant viral diseases . Virus[56-57]

are known to exploit the host plant nucleic acids as a

part of their infection strategy and miRNAs-mediated

gene silencing are granted one general defense

mechanism against plant virus . Interestingly, virus[58]

can also generate miRNA and employ them to interfere

host gene in order to circumvent the plant defense

system .[57 ,59]

Under virus infection process, plant can generate

miRNAs, which involved in the regulation of the virus

defense process in plants or targeting some key genes

of virus development to suppress its increase. Many

miRNAs have been predicted or validated to be

involved in plant virus defense . For example,[30 ,58 ,60]

miRNA393 was found to be induced in response to

flagellin that can enhance the resistance of Arabidopsis

to Pseudomonas syringae. miRNA393 can negatively

regulate messenger RNAs for the F-box auxin receptors

TIR1, TIR2, and TIR3. Repression of auxin signaling

can restrict the growth of Pseudomonas syringae and

represent resistance . 9 miRNAs are involved in [30]

defense pathway in physcomitrella , miRNA1-39[41]

targets a gene coding for a mucin-like protein carrying

a dense sugar coating against proteolysis, which is a

key step in pathogen invasion. miRNA160-3 targets on

intracellular pathogenesis-related protein and miRNA408

provides defense though interaction with the genes

coding for a copper ion binding protein, and with

electron transporter or Phytocyanin homolog . The[30 ,41]

available nucleotide databases of genome survey

sequences (GSS), high-throughput genomics sequences

(HTGS), expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) and

nonredundant (NR) nucleotides have been used for

identification of plant miRNAs . 36 in 476 EST[13][61-63]

contigs, which are predicted to contain miRNA, are

involved in pathogen infection . It indicated that [61]

miRNA171e in V. vinifera can target the RGA1 protein

which represent resistance to blight, a serious disease

caused by botrytis cinerea in grapevine. Osmotin-like

protein was induced by phytophthora infestans infection

and the miRNA166a may be involved in targeting of its

precursor . In addition, researches show that the [30]

artificial miRNAs can also be applied and function in

virus resistance of plants . [64-65]

In the course of co-evolution with host plants,

viruses have also developed counter defense strategy to

escape the defensive systems of host plants . One of [66]

the actions is gene silencing suppressor which can help

viruses infection at the early stage. For example,

Tobacco rattle virus (TRV) encodes a 16-kDa (16K)

protein that allows TRV to transiently invade the

meristem . The biogenesis of miRNAs also be[67]

affected by tombus virus p19 and the possible

mechanism is the disruption of miRNA maturation

process by p19 . It is a general feature contributing[68]

to pathogenicity of many viruses that interference with

miRNA-directed processes. A normally lab ile

intermediate in the miRNA biogenesis/RNA-induced

silencing complex (RISC) assembly pathway, miRNA*,

accumulated specifically in the presence of suppressors

(P1/HC-Pro, p21, or p19) that inhibited miRNA-guided

cleavage of target mRNAs . AC4 protein, as a gene[59]

silencing suppressor encoded by African cassava

mosaic virus can bind with miRNA159 and prevent the

cleavage of the target mRNA, which can interfere the

PTGS process and influence the arabidopsis

development . Virus also can directly influence the[6 9 ]
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host plant miRNA level, which is independent of viral

posttranscriptional gene silencing suppressor activity. A

correlation was observed between symptom severity

and alteration in levels of miRNA156, 160, 164, 166,

169, and 171 in Nicotiana tabacum infected by plant

viruses rep resentative of the Tobamoviridae ,

Potyviridae, and Potexviridae families . It shows that[55]

virus infection and viral proteins influence miRNA

balance without affecting posttranscriptional gene

silencing and contributes to the hypothesis that viruses

exploit miRNA pathways during pathogenesis . Virus[55]

infection and plant defense can be described as the co-

evolution process. It is likely that miRNAs have

existed since the very beginning and cooperated with

each other to optimize the effect . However, the [58]

particular mechanism of plant defense and virus

counter-defense involved in miRNAs is not well

understood up to now.

miRNAs and UV-B Radiation: Light is one of the

key factors that govern a multitude of developmental

process during entire plant life cycle . Ultraviolet [70-71]

in sunlight can be divided into three classes: UV-A,

UV-C, and UV-B. UV-A, as the photomorphogenic

signal, is less harmful and very important for plant

growth . High energetic UV-C can be strongly[72]

absorbed by oxygen and ozone in the stratosphere such

that none of this sterilizing radiation is present in

terrestrial sunlight . 96% UV-B is absorbed by[73]

atmospheric ozone, but approximately 4% of terrestrial

radiation is caused by it. High fluence rates of UV-B

produce reactive oxygen species and may cause

damage to DNA, proteins, membranes, and lipids ,[74-76]

which have been raised by depletion of stratospheric

ozone catalyzed by chlorofluorocarbons and other

pollutants . Plants must resist the deleterious effects [77]

of UV light because they are dependent on sunlight for

photosynthesis and cannot avoid UV light exposure. In

the course of evolution, plants have developed

protective adaptations including accumulation of UV-

absorbing pigments, and damage repair. For example,

the utilization of UV-A photons to reverse some types

of UV induced DNA lesions . UV-B radiation[73 ,78-79]

also causes the accumulation of ROS species and

induces the oxidative stress defense system , which [80-81]

involves many responsive genes induction expression

. But the overall mechanism is little known.[73 ,82]

The relationship between miRNA and UV-B

radiation comes from the research in Arabidopsis . [83]

Zhou et al have utilized Arabidopsis miRNA gene chip

to screen miRNAs response to UV-B radiation and put

forward an improved computational approach to

identify miRNAs genes induced by UV-B radiation and

characterize the functions in regulating gene expression.

It was validated that 21 miRNAs belonging to 11

miRNA gene families were up regulated under UV-B

stress condition and 11 putative miRNAs involved in

UV-B stimuli. Remarkably, 8 of the 11 putative light-

inducible miRNAs (except miRNA393, miRNA398,

miRNA401) have targets that encode transcription

factors. Four miRNAs, miRNA160, miRNA165/166,

miRNA 167 and miRNA393 may be involved in the

Auxin signaling pathway , which is very important [83]

for plant development and stress resistance/tolerance  [84-

. This is the first work that demonstrates the85]

relationship between plant miRNA and UV-B radiation

so far. And the novel computational approach adopted

in their work also can be directly applied to miRNAs

responding to other abiotic and biotic stresses and

extended to other plants.             

miRNAs and Plant Mechanical Stress: Mechanical

stress is also intituled dynamical stress in trees, which

is described the branch or stem bend generated by

outside force such as wind and gravity . The[86-87]

deposition of secondary xylem, or wood, provides

strength to support the tremendous crown structure.

Under outside force stress, the stem or branch will be

inclined and can be compensated by reaction wood, a

specialized woody tissue . The reaction wood can be [88]

considered as the defense system and corrective

adaptation growth resulted by coordinately enhanced

development of strength-contributing cells and wall

metabolites , but the comprehension of overall[86-87,[89]

defense or adaptation regulatory network require further

studying.

It validated that miRNAs were induced by

mechanical streses and may play a big role in the

defensive adaptations in Populus trichocarpa . Lu et[89]

al cloned 22 miRNAs from 4 -days-stressed Populus

trichocarpa by tension and compression stresses, two

constant mechanical loads in trees. These induced

miRNAs belong to 21 gene families and represent 98

loci in the Populus trichocarpa genome. The

expression of induced miRNAs have specific of tissue

and mechanical stress types. miRNA156, 162, 164, 475,

480, and 481 are down-regulated by tension and

compression stresses. Contrast, miRNA408 is up-

regulated in both tension and compression stresses.

miRNA159, 476, and 479, exhibit preferentially up-

regulated expression in compression tissues. The

expression of miRNA160 and miRNA172 is suppressed

only in compression tissues and miRNA168 is induced

in tension stress. The prediction of target gene

indicated that some of these miRNAs are possibly

associated with the formation of specialized wood. The

results show that plant miRNAs can be induced by

mechanical stress and may function in one of the

important defense mechanism for structure and

mechanical fitness .[89]
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miRNAs and Oxidative Stress: Reactive oxidative

species (ROS), derivated or activated from oxygen, are

harmful and toxic for plant growth and development

and can lead to cell death by causing damage to

proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and DNA . Plant cell [90]

can generate reactive oxidative species (ROS) both in

normal and stress conditions. There is a delicate

balance between the generation and scavenging of ROS

under normal conditions. But under stress conditions

such as drought stress, salty stress, virus infection

stress, nutrition stress and heavy metal stress can

induce more ROS production which can’t be scavenged

immediately by plant itself . In the course of [91-93]

evolution, plants have developed complicated and

efficient antioxidant mechanism to scavenge the

overabundant ROS . One example is Cu-Zn[90 ,94]

2superoxide dismutase and super radicals, O  that can-

be inverted to more toxic OH . Cu-Zn superoxide .  [95]

diamutase is located in thylakoid of chloroplasts where

is the site of superoxide generation and, thus, plays an

important role in immediate scavenging of super

radicals . It was demonstrated that oxidative stress[96]

can induce SOD gene expression to scavenge the

excess superoxide radicals . The work about miRNA[97]

in oxidative stress is also come from the research of

2Cu-Zn superoxide diamutase and O  in Arabidopsis-  [98]

and reviewed detailedly by Sunkar .[35]

It was validated that miRNA398 target CSD1 and

CSD2 genes  and the target its target sites on[11 ,13 ,99]

CSD1 and  CSD2 mRNA are conserved in

dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous plants [11 ,13 ,82 ,91 ,92]

. It indicates that oxidative stress can’t induce,100]

accumulation transcription products of two CSD genes

in transcription level but the up-regulated regulation of

two CSD genes is dependent on the miRNA398 level

. When growth under normal conditions of plants,[91]

two CSD genes are transcribed but their transcripts

don’t accumulate because of the cleavage guided by

miRNA398. Contrast, in response to oxidative stress,

the transcripts of two CSD genes accumulate because

miRNA398 is transcriptional down-regulated to release

its suppression on mRNA of two CSD genes and

represents tolerance to stress  [FIGURE 3].[91]

Additionally, This work show that transgenic

Arabidopsis thaliana plants over-expressing a miR398-

resistant form of CSD2 accumulate more CSD2 mRNA

than plants over-expressing a regular CSD2 and are

consequently much more tolerant to high light, heavy

metals, and other oxidative stresses. Thus, relieving

miR398-guided suppression of CSD2 in transgenic

plants is an effective new approach to improving plant

productivity under oxidative stress conditions .[91]

Another gene, Cytochrome c oxidase subunit V is also

targeted by miRNA398 , but the regulatory[11 ,13 ,35 ,91]

network is unknown and whether function in

antioxidant system needs further studying.

miRNA and Other Stressed Conditions: Sunkar et al

have constructed small RNA library of Arabidopsis

seedling treated by dehydration, salty, cold and ABA

stress . Sequencing analysis found that some of these [11]

small RNA are miRNAs including 26 new miRNAs 

belonging to 15 new miRNA gene families. According

to the complementary characteristic of miRNA and its

target genes, 41target genes with different functions

were predicted. Northern blot show that many miRNAs

are regulated (up or down-regulated) by one or more

stress conditions and represent tissue specific. For

example, miRNA393 is strongly up-regulated by cold,

dehydration, salty and ABA stress and the induced

expression is comparatively weak for miRNA 402 and

miRNA397b. But miRNA319c is just regulated under

cold stress. And interestingly, only miRNA389a is

down-regulated by four stress conditions. The results

show that miRNAs may and take part in the responsive

genes expression and regulation and function in

adaptation of plant. 

Concluding Remarks: The discovery of miRNAs is a

landmark in plant molecular biology field and provide

a useful tool for us to comprehend the gene expression

and regulation under stressed conditions. There is

approximately 1% miRNA-coding gene in whole

genome, which means that many unknown miRNAs are

waiting for researchers to discover. The researches of

miRNAs in model plants such as Arabidopsis and rice

have shown that these non-coding small RNAs are

common regulatory RNA and represent diversity in

many aspects such as sequence, structure, content, and

function. In addition, the expression of miRNA is

faster than that of protein-coding genes, because

miRNAs can’t be restricted or influenced by the

process of translation and can efficiently regulate target

gene. These findings not only sublime our

comprehension to gene regulation, but also deepen our

understanding of the gene complexity from another

aspect. Generally speaking, the process of plant

breeding is the course of resistance to stress conditions.

So far, Stress conditions are main limited factors for

crop yield in some regions and the understanding of

overall resistant mechanism is the premise solve this

problem. The important role of plant miRNAs involved

in gene expression and regulation under stress

conditions provides the newly thinking to understanding

the complicated biological mechanisms. We can

forecast that miRNAs can be used as a useful tool to

enhance the crop resistance or tolerance to stress

conditions in the future.
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Fig.3: The regulation models of expression of CSD genes guided by miRNA398 under normal and oxidative stress

conditions [35].

(a) Under normal conditions, the expression of miRNA399 leads to the cleavage of transcripts of two CSD genes,

but whether is there any superoxide (ROS) signaling is unknown, so mark a question symbol.

(b) Under stress conditions, miRNA298 expression is suppressed and releases the cleavage to transcripts of two

CSD genes. The accumulation of transcripts of CSD genes enhances the tolerant ability to oxidative stress.
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